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We all have beliefs! These beliefs affect the things we do and 
the way we feel. The same applies to math, the things we 
believe about math affect the way we approach the subject 
and our enjoyment (Stipek 2001). Teachers who adopt 
“traditional” beliefs generally do not have confidence in their 
math abilities and do not enjoy math as a subject (Stipek 
2001).

Abstract

Introduction 

Does a student's beliefs about math affect whether or not
they enjoy math?

Need to answer two key questions:
1. What are people’s beliefs about math?
2. Do their beliefs affect whether on not they like math?

If a teacher’s beliefs can be used as a predictor of their 
enjoyment of math. Then any person’s beliefs should also be 
a predictor of their enjoyment of math. 

Research Focus

● Not fully conclusive, would need to survey more 
people to have statistically significant data

● Two results were statistically significant (p < .05)
○ There is a statistically significant correlation 

between:
■ What people focused on during math 

and their like/dislike of math
■ Whether of not people found math 

useful and their like/dislike of math
● May get more accurate results of people's beliefs by 

asking multiple questions like what was done by 
Stipek

Discussion

● Given these results can conclude the following:
○ Those who focus on getting correct answers 

are less likely to enjoy math than those who 
focus on understanding the concepts

○ Those who believe math is not useful are 
less likely to enjoy math than those who 
believe math is useful

● This follows the trend found in teachers by Stipek

Conclusions

Mathematical reasoning and sense making is critical to  a 
complete teaching of math (NCTM). Mathematical reasoning 
asks questions like “How does this work?” and “How do we 
know?” (Anderson 2021). Sense making is the ability to 
develop understanding of new things by connecting it to prior 
knowledge and experiences
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Results

Method
● Survey of 18 people on their beliefs 
● Questions and statements were given, and respondents were 

asked to plot their answer on a given spectrum
● Questions asked: What best describes nature of math? (set of 

procedures vs. tool of thought), When doing math what are you 
most focused on? (getting correct answer vs understanding the 
concept), Math ability is…(fixed vs malleable), What motivates 
you to do math (extrinsic vs intrinsic), Is math useful (no vs yes), 
I…(dislike math vs like math) **Traditional beliefs listed first**

● Answers on left of spectrum (“traditional beliefs”) were given a 
score of 1, answers to right of spectrum were given a score of 5

● Correlation coefficients were calculated between score of each 
question vs Is math useful
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